Vehicle Make, Model and Color Recognition

Automatic recognition of the vehicle make and model along with the color of the vehicle provides a powerful tool for vehicle identification, verification, location and tracking.

The TDS MMCR System

Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) is the first step in vehicle identification. In many cases the system requires additional identification of vehicles beyond their license plate numbers. It may be complemented by the MMR software, for further confirmation of the vehicle’s make and model. For these purposes, TDS can provide Vehicle Make and Model Recognition (VMMR) and/or Vehicle Color Detection (VCD) systems. These systems can be provided as stand alone hardware systems for local installations or TDS can provide these capabilities as a service to an agency. The system can extract the make and model from the JPEG images and serve up the results in less than a second. The service relies on sample images from all possible make and models and views that are visually indexed into a database for fast retrieval. The image captured that is submitted to the process will be matched against that database and the make and model of the matched sample will be the make and model of that car.

In addition, a color detection of the vehicle will provide additional information that will help identify the vehicle quickly. Detecting colors will require calibration of the image according to the illumination at the entrance in which the image of the car is captured. Images will be calibrated at different times of the day in order to get reliable results. The tighter the environmental control, the better the VCD will perform. Each following year new makes and models can be added as they become available.

VMMR Detection Services

The VMMR solution is provided as a service through an HTTP server that perform the query on a cluster of computers that work together on each request to deliver the classification results in a less than a second. The service can be either installed on a cloud computing provider (e.g. Amazon AWS) or on a local area network that is dedicated for a specific application. Web and mobile applications can access the service through a well defined REST API. The request to analyze the vehicle returns the following attributes:

- Make - The vehicle make (e.g. Ford, Toyota)
- Model - The vehicle model (e.g. F150, Camry)
- Year Range - The year range of the specific model.
- Color
Applications

Data Mining

Both stationary and moving surveillance cameras capture vast amounts of images. Tagging these images using Orpix VMMR can provide:

Tagged and archived make/model information that can be queried at any point in the future. An example query would be to search for a mustang 2002 within 5 miles of the White House on Jan. 5 2013. This is useful for law enforcement agencies to resolve crimes by searching for a specific vehicle based on the make and model that was reported by witnesses.

General usage statistics of vehicles in a given area can provide municipalities with information such as how many sedans vs trucks vs hybrids drive in a certain area.

Stolen Car Discovery

Stolen cars often have a valid license plate swapped out with the original plate to avoid being caught by law enforcement. This is known as “cold plates on a hot car”. Standard ALPR systems are not sufficient for detecting a swapped plate. However, crossreferencing the recognized make and model with the registered make and model gives the ability to produce an alert when this situation arises.

License Plate Reading Verification

The VMMR validation service can be used to improve the license plate reading by crossreferencing the recognized make and model with the registered make and model. If there is no correlation between the expected models and the recognized model, the license plate reading can try to swap some of the low confident reading with alternate characters.

Fast Merchandise Distribution

There are some big merchandise distribution centers in the US in which clients are picking their orders. These distribution centers are looking to minimize the distribution process by directing the customer’s vehicles into parking spots that are monitored by cameras. Each customer that is coming for a merchandise pickup is identified by his car’s license plate and model and is directed to a designated parking spot. Once the client is arrived at his designated spot, the car will be located by a person that will upload the car with the merchandise and release the car as fast as he can. These distribution centers must be capable of distributing close to 4000 orders a day.

Real Time Alerts

Some surveillance applications require realtime alerts such as when a particular make/model is in the area (such as an “Amber Alert”). Images can be sent to the Orpix VMMR service in realtime and quickly generate alerts if a match to a particular make/model is found. Since realtime alerts are often cross checking results...

Targeted Advertising

It is often noted that people “are what they drive”. Valuable demographic information can be inferred from what kind of car a person drives. Using mounted cameras at a gas station, for example, to display better advertisements on a gas station TV at the pump, can be quite valuable for advertisers, and provide the driver with more relevant ads.
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